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First-principles calculations are conducted to compute linear magnetoelectric coupling coefficients in epitaxial
(001) Sr0.5Ba0.5MnO3 films. A large enhancement of different linear magnetoelectric elements is found in a
strained-induced morphotropic phase boundary region. Such enhancement is demonstrated to originate from the
behavior of the dielectric susceptibility, thanks to a simple phenomenological model that is presently shown to
be relevant and accurate. This work can thus provide a promising approach towards designing highly desired
single-phase multiferroic with a colossal magnetoelectric conversion.
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In the last two decades, the search for magnetoelectric
multiferroics possessing a strong coupling between their
ferroelectric and magnetic properties has attracted great in-
terest [1,2], for technological and fundamental purposes. The
understanding of the underlying mechanism behind magneto-
electric coupling is a crucial line of research. It can lead to
the development of potentially innovative technologies that
would make possible a control of electrical properties by
a magnetic field or, conversely, of magnetic quantities by
an electric field. Examples include spintronic devices, multi-
state memory devices, and the long-searched electric-writing
magnetic-reading random access memory, etc. [3–6].

However, magnetoelectric coupling in single-phase mul-
tiferroics is usually weak or only significant at very low
temperatures [7], which is one of the biggest obstacles for
technological applications. Hence, the research on multifer-
roic systems and approaches with a large magnetoelectric
coupling is receiving considerable attention [8–13]. Among
the various families of multiferroics, ABO3 perovskite ox-
ides are under extensive scrutiny and, for instance, a strong
phase-change magnetoelectric response has been predicted
in the BiFeO3-BiCoO3 solid solutions by a first-principles
investigation [14]. It was found to be associated with the
transition between two structural polymorphs of rhombo-
hedral R3c and tetragonal P4mm symmetries. Electric-field
driven transition between these two polymorphs leads to the
rotation of the easy magnetic axis with a change in direc-
tion and magnitude of spontaneous polarization. Experimental
verification of the polarization rotations with composition
and temperature was then realized in the BiCo1−xFexO3

system adopting the monoclinic Cm symmetry [15]. More-
over, magnetoelectricity at a region of so-called morphotropic
phase boundary (MPB), for which the systems exhibit several

different phases, was achieved experimentally in the chem-
ically designed BiFeO3-BiMnO3-PbTiO3 ternary system
[16,17] and (1 − x)BiTi(1−y)/2FeyMg(1−y)/2O3-xCaTiO3 com-
pound [18]. Such results suggest a promising approach to
achieve a large magnetoelectric coupling in multiferroics
using the nature of MPB. Moreover, enhancement of mag-
netoelectric response was predicted to be linked with the
softening of the lattice by a recent study [19]. It is thus timely
to wonder if it is possible to induce large magnetoelectricity
in simpler materials and in a simpler way [20], but still using
this concept of MPB—that is known to make the lattice soft.
Such a hypothetical possibility would make applications more
feasible. Knowing the precise physical quantity responsible
for a large enhancement of magnetoelectricity is also of fun-
damental interest.

Interestingly, in previous work, a strain-induced MPB
bridging two known tetragonal and orthorhombic states, via
a monoclinic state with the continuous rotation of the sponta-
neous polarization, was found in multiferroic Sr0.5Ba0.5MnO3

(SBMO) films [21]. In this letter, we therefore decided to use
a first-principles approach to study, and understand, magneto-
electricity in SBMO films, in order to test the general strategy
of employing strain engineering to induce a large enhance-
ment in magnetoelectric coupling in the MPB region. Large
enhancement of different linear magnetoelectric coefficients
is indeed found here. It is further demonstrated to be related
to the strain-induced behavior of the dielectric susceptibility.

We focus here on epitaxial (001) Sr0.5Ba0.5MnO3 (SBMO)
films for which we adopt a rocksalt ordering between its Ba
and Sr atoms. A

√
2 × √

2 × 2 supercell having 20 atoms
is chosen to accommodate the G-type antiferromagnetic (G-
AFM) configuration. We also checked another chemically
ordered structure, which is the one indicated in Ref. [21], and
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found similar qualitative results regarding the enhancement
of the linear magnetoelectric coefficient for some epitaxial
strains; details are demonstrated in the Supplemental Material
[22]. To mimic (001) epitaxial films experiencing a strain
induced by any prechosen in-plane lattice parameter aip, the
in-plane lattice vectors are frozen during the simulations with
their length being directly proportional to aip. All the other
structural degrees of freedom, including the out-of-plane lat-
tice vector and atomic positions, are allowed to relax in order
to minimize the total energy until Hellmann-Feynman forces
are less than 2 μeV/Å on each ion (this strict requirement is
imposed in order to be able to have a mostly linear change
of the polarization as a function of an external magnetic
field). SBMO films with aip ranging between 3.81 and 3.98
Å are practically studied here, adopting the G-AFM config-
uration since it is the lowest magnetic state for this range
of aip [21].

We perform density functional theory (DFT) calculations,
as implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulation package
(VASP) [23] and using the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) +
U + J functional [24,25]; the details being as in Ref. [21] with
Hubbard U and Hund J corrections on Mn atoms chosen to
be 3 and 1 eV, respectively [26]. The electric polarization is
calculated using the Berry-phase method [27], and structural
and magnetic space groups are identified using the FINDSYM

software [28]. The linear magnetoelectric coupling coefficient
is computed by applying an external magnetic field on the
magnetic enthalpy energy [29] and details can be found in
the Supplemental Material [22]. This method was found to be
valid and accurate in various systems [29–32]; for example,
for the typical prototype of magnetoelectric Cr2O3, the linear
magnetoelectric coupling coefficient was computed to be 1.45
ps/m [32] which is in good agreement with experimental
result of 1.58 ps/m [33]. Note that the linear magnetoelec-
tric coupling in our study includes both ionic and electronic
contributions. In this study, all calculations are performed
under external magnetic fields ranging from 0 to 30 T, in-
cluding spin-orbit coupling. Furthermore, we also calculated
vibrational properties by the linear response method as imple-
mented in the PHONOPY code [34], the dielectric susceptibility
is calculated by density functional perturbation theory imple-
mented in VASP, and the magnetic susceptibility is determined
by analyzing the slope of change in the total magnetic moment
when an external magnetic field is applied.

First, let us concentrate on the magnetic and physical prop-
erties of SBMO films throughout the studied epitaxial strain.
As reported before [21] and as recalled in Fig. 1(a) (that shows
the total energy as a function of the aip for the G-AFM mag-
netic configuration), SBMO films go through two structural
phase transitions, via the MPB bridging two high-symmetry
states (tetragonal and orthorhombic). In the aip regime below
3.869 Å, SBMO films favor the tetragonal I4mm state with
an electric polarization lying along the pseudocubic [001]
direction and are found to have an easy magnetic axis along
the in-plane b axis (pseudocubic [110] direction), therefore
resulting in the magnetic point group being m′m2′. On the
other hand, for the aip regime above 3.9 Å, SBMO films favor
the orthorhombic Imm2 state with an electric polarization
pointing along the b axis and a magnetic easy axis lying
along the in-plane a axis (pseudocubic [1–10] direction), also

FIG. 1. Properties of SBMO films as a function of their in-plane
lattice parameter in the I4mm, Cm, and Imm2 structural states: (a)
the total energy, and (b) linear magnetoelectric coupling components.
The zero of energy in (a) corresponds to the lowest energy structure,
having aip = 3.919 Å. The inset in (a) shows the lowest optical fre-
quency at the � point as a function of the in-plane lattice parameter.
α values of four representative materials are also indicated by arrows
on the vertical axis of (b) [37,38].

yielding a magnetic point group of m′m2′. Moreover, in the
bridging monoclinic Cm state with its electric polarization
direction rotating from the out-of-plane pseudocubic [001]
axis to the in-plane [110] direction as aip increases [21], the
easy magnetic axis in SBMO films is found to be rotating
from the b axis to the a axis as aip increases, with a cor-
responding magnetic space group m. Note that the inset of
Fig. 1(a) shows the computed lowest optical frequency at the
� point as a function of aip [35]. Such frequency is found to
drop sharply near the phase transition points, indicating that
the high-symmetry tetragonal and orthorhombic structures are
becoming dynamically unstable and thus wish to transition
to the lower-symmetry associated with the monoclinic state
within the MPB region.

Let us now pay attention to the linear magnetoelectric cou-
pling tensor αi j . According to the m′m2′ magnetic space group
[11], only two nonzero and different α tensor components
should exist: they are αyz and αzy [36]. These components
are displayed in Fig. 1(b) as a function of the aip. Techni-
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cally, αyz is determined by applying different magnitudes of
a magnetic field along the c axis and analyzing the slope of
the change in the polarization results along the b axis and
a axis in tetragonal and orthorhombic states, respectively.
Similarly, the value of αzy is determined by extracting the
change in the polarization along the c axis when applying
different magnitudes of a magnetic field along the b axis and
a axis in tetragonal and orthorhombic states, respectively. In
the monoclinic state, αyz and αzy values are determined by
the same method as in tetragonal and orthorhombic phases
but with the y axis varying from the b axis (smaller aip) to
the a axis (larger aip) when the magnetic easy axis changes
around aip of 3.89 Å (recall that the magnetic easy axis rotates
within the MPB). The error bars in Fig. 1(b) represent the
associated uncertainty of the slope of the linear fitting when
studying the change in polarization as a function of an external
magnetic field, in these three phases. One can clearly see that
the αzy values in the orthorhombic Imm2 state increase sharply
when decreasing the aip near the structural phase transition
point to the Cm phase, and then strongly decrease within this
monoclinic Cm state when further reducing aip. Similarly, αyz

experiences a sharp increase within Cm when decreasing the
aip until approaching the transition to the tetragonal I4mm
phase and then is significantly reduced within this I4mm
state when the system is further compressively and epitaxially
strained. Consequently, αyz and αzy cross each other around
aip of 3.895 Å within the monoclinic state. Figure 1(b) further
reveals a remarkable quantitative result of our simulations,
namely the linear magnetoelectric couplings in SBMO films

can be practically enhanced to reach values as large as 40
ps/m near the phase transition points. To put our results in
perspective, we report several representative materials that
have been discovered to have giant magnetoelectric coupling
and indicate their values in Fig. 1(b): (i) TbPO4 single crystal
is the strongest known magnetoelectric material with an α

value of about 37 ps/m [37]; (ii) Co4Nb2O9 with an α about
18.4 ps/m [38]; (iii) Co3B7O13Br with an α about 6.7 ps/m
[37]; and (iv) the typical prototype of magnetoelectric, which
is Cr2O3, with α about 1.58 ps/m [33]. The linear magne-
toelectric coefficients of SBMO films within a certain range
of epitaxial strains can thus be comparable to the strongest
known α’s (note that our computed values are at 0 K while
the 37-ps/m value of TbPO4 has been achieved at 2 K). Our
computed aip of films with the highest α coefficients are 3.869
and 3.909 Å which, after rescaling by the expected overesti-
mation of 0.34% mentioned above, become 3.856 and 3.896
Å, respectively. Interestingly, these corrected lattice constants
are very close to the pseudocubic lattice constants of NdGaO3

[39] and SrTiO3 [40], that are 3.86 and 3.905 Å, respectively.
Such a fact suggests that the growth of SBMO films on these
substrates should lead to the observation of our predicted giant
α values.

Let us now try to understand the results of Fig. 1(b), in
general, and the origin of the large values of the linear mag-
netoelectric coefficients. For that, we recall the conclusion
of analytical derivations, using a phenomenological model
[41], and predicting that the linear magnetoelectric coupling
coefficient can be expressed as

αi j = α
(1)
i j + α

(2)
i j , with α

(1)
i j = −

∑
pqr

gpqrχ
p
piLrχ

M
q j and α

(2)
i j = −4ε0

∑
pq

λpqPpχ
p
piMqχ

M
q j , (1)

where λpq and gpqr are second and third rank tensors that are
dependent on the material by itself but also on the symmetry
of the crystal. Mq, Pp, and Lr are the q, p, and r component of
magnetization, polarization, and the antiferromagnetic vector,
respectively. ε0 is the dielectric permittivity of vacuum, and
χ

p
pi and χM

q j are elements of the dielectric and magnetic sus-

ceptibility tensors, respectively. Note that the use of α
(2)
i j (in

addition to α
(1)
i j ) stems from the fact that we numerically found

a weak ferromagnetism (My = 0.0001μB, Mz = 0.002μB, and
Mz = 0.005μB in the I4mm, Cm, and Imm2 states, respec-
tively) along with a strong G-AFM configuration in SBMO
films. Such findings are consistent with the magnetic space
groups of SBMO films, m′m2′ and m, which allows weak
ferromagnetism [37].

Figures 2(a)–2(f) show the DFT-computed αyz and αzy val-
ues as a function of aip in Cm, I4mm, and Imm2 phases. Such
figures also report the corresponding fitted values [42] using
Eqs. (1) for which we employ the dielectric and magnetic
susceptibility tensor components and polarization values as
computed from DFT (and that are depicted in Fig. 3) and allow
λyz, λzy, gzxy, and gyxz to be free fitting parameters [since α is
linearly dependent on these parameters according to Eqs. (1),
a new theoretical development is highly encouraged in order
to directly calculate these second and third rank tensors]. Note

that, since there is a weak ferromagnetism My but along the y
direction in I4mm, αyz = α(1)

yz in I4mm. Similarly, αzy = α(1)
zy

in Cm and Imm2 because only Mz is nonzero in these two
states. Interestingly, Fig. 2 shows that the DFT-obtained linear
magnetoelectric coefficients are well fitted by Eqs. (1), which
demonstrate their relevance and applicability. As also revealed
by Figs. 2(a), 2(d), and 2(f), using both terms, rather than only
the first one, of Eqs. (1) typically allows us to better reproduce
the computed linear magnetoelectric coupling coefficients, αzy

in I4mm, αyz in Cm, and αyz in Imm2, as also found for the
case of BiFeO3 [41]. However, such better agreement has to
be taken with a grain of salt, once considering the error bars
of the DFT values.

Since Figs. 2(a)–2(f) demonstrate that Eqs. (1) reproduce
quite well the DFT-computed αyz and αzy values, one “just”
has to look in detail into the strain-induced behaviors of the
dielectric and magnetic susceptibility tensors components, in
order to understand large values of magnetoelectricity. For
that, Fig. 3(a) shows the calculated dielectric susceptibility
tensor components χP

yy and χP
zz of SBMO films throughout the

studied epitaxial strain range (with the definition of the y and
z axes having been introduced above). χP

yy and χP
zz adopt large

values at the I4mm to Cm and Cm to Imm2 phase transition
points, respectively, which is also in line with the softening
of the zone-center optical frequency displayed in the inset
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FIG. 2. Computed linear magnetoelectric coupling coefficients (αyz and αzy) as a function of aip with its corresponding fitted values (αyz =
α(1)

yz + α(2)
yz = −gzxyχ

P
yyLxχ

M
zz − 4ε0λyzPyχ

P
yyMzχ

M
zz and αzy = α(1)

zy + α(2)
zy = −gyxzχ

P
zzLxχ

M
yy − 4ε0λzyPzχ

P
zzMyχ

M
yy ) using Eqs. (1) in the I4mm, Cm,

and Imm2 phases.
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FIG. 3. Dielectric (a) and magnetic susceptibility (b) tensor com-
ponents of epitaxial (001) SBMO films as a function of aip in I4mm,
Cm, and Imm2 states. The inset in (b) shows the polarization values
of SBMO films as a function of aip.

of Fig. 1(a)—while χM
zz and χM

yy values adopt their minimum
values at these transition points and remain mostly unchanged
throughout the Cm phase [see Fig. 3(b) and calculation de-
tail of χM

zz and χM
yy values demonstrated in the Supplemental

Material [22]]. Consequently, and according to Eqs. (1), the
large values of the αyz of 38.8 ps/m and αzy of 24.8 ps/m
linear magnetoelectric coefficients reside in the large χP

yy and
χP

zz near phase transitions, respectively. Note that it is known
that many structural phase transitions associated with lattice
softening result in the divergence of the dielectric suscepti-
bility due to the softening of the force-constant matrix at the
phase transition, and that such divergence is also consistent
with the electrical polarization acquiring/annihilating some of
its components [43]. In other words, Eqs. (1) tell us that one
can design multiferroic materials with a high linear magne-
toelectric coefficient when inducing structural transitions for

which dielectric susceptibilities become large, as numerically
confirmed here and as implied by previous works [19,41,44–
47] [note that Eqs. (1) also imply that large linear magneto-
electricity can also be reached at magnetic phase transitions
that are accompanied by a dramatic increase in the magnetic
susceptibility, which is not the case in the present study].

Moreover, Fig. 3(a) further reveals that χP
yy in Imm2 and

χP
zz in I4mm decrease when aip is larger than 3.91 Å and

smaller than 3.86 Å, respectively. However, in contrast, αyz

in the Imm2 state and αzy in the I4mm state are found to
concomitantly increase at these aip regimes. This is related
to the magnetic susceptibility and polarization. As a matter
of fact, Fig. 3(b) shows the magnetic susceptibility tensor
components χM

yy and χM
zz of SBMO films under epitaxial strain

while its inset shows the polarization as a function of aip. As
one can see, all magnetic susceptibility tensor components
increase as aip decreases below 3.859 Å, and as aip increases
above 3.909 Å. Moreover, Pz in I4mm and Py in Imm2 also
increase as aip decreases below 3.859 Å and increases above
3.909 Å, respectively. The increases in χM

yy and Pz in the I4mm
state and of χM

zz and Py in the Imm2 state are fully consistent
with the corresponding increase in αzy in the I4mm state and
αyz in the Imm2 state, according to Eqs. (1).

In summary, we have computed the linear magnetoelectric
coupling coefficients of epitaxial (001) SBMO films as a
function of their aip arising from substrates. In particular, we
found a large enhancement of αyz and αzy values at the phase
transition points from I4mm to Cm and Imm2 to Cm states,
respectively. Such enhancements are found to be directly re-
lated to the sudden increase of the dielectric susceptibility
at the phase transition points. Magnetic susceptibility was
also determined to influence the linear magnetoelectric cou-
pling, but for smaller linear magnetoelectric coefficients (thus,
technically, the linear magnetoelectric coupling can also be
enhanced with the increase in magnetic susceptibility such as
the one found in ferromagnetic MPB [48]). Note that the effect
of the interface with the substrate on the electronic, magnetic
properties and magnetoelectric coupling coefficient is ignored
in this study and it may be a topic of future study. We hope that
our predictions help in further understanding magnetoelectric
effects, in general, and bring attention to single-phase mul-
tiferroics with MPB, in particular, to achieve highly desired
colossal magnetoelectric responses.
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